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 Pierre et Jean or The Erring of Oedipus

 Rajeshwari Vallury

 ^-j-^he feminist challenge to the phallogocentrism of psychoanalytical discourse has in
 1 large measure consisted in an unworking of Oedipal vision', which may be defined

 as the "objective view that solves all riddles, calms all terrors, hurls all Sphinxes into the
 abyss" (Goux 24). Freud's question: "What Does Woman Want?" continues the gesture
 of Oedipus with regard to the Sphinx - psychoanalysis endows itself with the power to
 resolve and vanquish the mystery of woman. But as Luce Irigaray argues in Speculum de
 Vautre femme, the project that seeks to explain and understand female desire effectively
 pre-empts the response to the question it sets out to answer, since the mastery of
 theoretical discourse is founded on a visual metaphor that is blind to female difference.
 Psychoanalysis (indeed, all of Western philosophy) privileges a single model of
 subjectivity (the masculine), which is constructed through a repression of feminine
 otherness. The radical alterity of the feminine is what is written out of the masculine
 "dream of symmetry". In her book Breaking the Chain: Women, Theory and French
 Realist Fiction, Naomi Schor echoes Irigaray's formulations by reading nineteenth-
 century French Realism as an aesthetics whose signifying systems are founded upon an
 erasure of feminine difference and desire. The above works have exerted a powerful
 influence on the manner in which feminist literary criticism has interpreted the desire at
 work in male-authored texts, the major premise being that such narratives are almost
 always masculinist in their bias. The purpose of this paper is to question some of these
 theses and to test their limits through a reading of Maupassant's Pierre et Jean. To do
 this, I will first study the feminist alternatives to the Oedipal model of narrative desire
 before analyzing the surprising manner in which the novel displays these very feminist
 narrative strategies. Following Shoshana Felman, I will suggest that the literary text
 deconstructs the mastery of its Oedipal subject, thereby calling for a serious
 reconsideration of many of feminism's assumptions regarding the nature of 'male' or
 'masculine' desire.

 Of Oedipal Narrative

 Although it is in his "Introduction à l'analyse structurale des récits" that Roland Barthes
 first posits a link between desire and narrative, the relationship between the two is made
 more explicit in his subsequent work Le Plaisir du texte, where the myth of Oedipus is
 seen as exemplary of all narrative: "Tout récit ne se ramène-t-il pas à l'Oedipe? Raconter,
 n'est-ce pas toujours chercher son origine, dire ses démêlées avec la Loi, entrer dans la
 dialectique de l'attendrissement et de la haine?" (75-76). Narration deploys an inexorable
 Oedipal movement towards a final truth and the assumption of a subjectivity that the
 uncovering and naming of the truth make possible. Every narrative act is propelled
 forward by the pleasure that meaningful closure promises. Knowledge, desire and
 voyeuristic pleasure are tied together in a "dévoilement progressif [où] toute l'excitation
 se réfugie dans l'espoir de voir le sexe (rêve de collégien) ou de connaître la fin de
 l'histoire (satisfaction romanesque)" (20). Narration thus seems to be defined in terms of
 a desire and knowledge that are uniquely masculine: "plaisir oedipien, (dénuder, savoir,
 connaître l'origine et la fin) s'il est vrai que tout récit est une mise-en-scène du Père
 (absent, caché ou hypostasié)" (20).

 This view of the myth of Oedipus as a paradigm for all narrative and the insight into
 the complicity between narration and masculine knowledge has led feminist critics to
 challenge the Barthesian model of narrative and what they perceive as its foreclosure of
 the female subject and reader. For instance, denouncing the patriarchal bias in Barthes'
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 hermeneutic code (with its emphasis on closure and climax), Naomi Schor calls for a
 'hieratic' one which, by stressing 'deferral' and 'interminability', would specifically
 address the female reader's pleasure (167).

 But it is Teresa De Lauretis who provides a more nuanced critique (and alternative)
 to Barthes' formulation. Referring to the work on myth and folktales carried out by the
 Russian formalists, she notes that narrative is predicated on the active passage or
 transformation of the mythical male subject. In this movement, the figure of the woman is
 a boundary to be crossed, an obstacle that must be overcome if the subject is to complete
 his journey and recount his story. The woman represents a figure of narrative closure, or
 the final point of narrativization that confirms the male hero in his status as mythical
 subject. Narrative speaks a desire, and the desire is that of Oedipus. But narrative is not
 merely a medium through which male ideology and desire are reproduced, it is an
 apparatus which itself produces desire and its representations. Narrative maps sexual
 desire, difference and meaning onto its plot space and by so doing, encodes its reader or
 spectator into specific positions. 'Therefore, to say that narrative is the production of
 Oedipus is to say that each reader - male or female - is constrained and defined within
 two positions of sexual difference thus conceived: male-hero-human, on the side of the
 subject ; and female-obstacle-boundary-space, on the other" (121). This conception of
 narrative as both a product and producer of cultural codes allows De Lauretis to theorize
 the access of women to the means of social production and to lay out the bases of an
 alternative feminist narrative practice.

 Rejecting the avant-garde program of anti-narrative as a viable feminist strategy, De
 Lauretis argues for one that would be "narrative and Oedipal with a vengeance".
 Narrativity, in its movement towards meaning and mastery, engages the scopic drive.
 According to Freud, scopophilia is linked to a desire for mastery (i.e., the drive to occupy
 a position of activity instead of passivity), and the desire for knowledge (epistemophilia)
 (14: 109-140). Traditionally, the woman is coded as the passive object of the active gaze
 of the male hero. Spectators (both male and female) are drawn into a complicitous
 relationship with the look of the male protagonist. Female spectators are thus forced to
 identify with either the voyeuristic masculine gaze or the passive, exhibitionist, feminine
 image (Mulvey 6-17). De Lauretis proposes a different model of identification whereby
 the female spectator would identify with both the figure of narrative movement and the
 figure of narrative closure (the narrative image). The feminist project would then be to
 "enact the contradictions of female desire in terms of narrative, to perform it in the
 figures of movement and closure, image and gaze" (156). In other words, a feminist
 narrative would problematize the question of the female subject caught in the logic of a
 'duplicitous' Oedipal scenario. Instead of producing the protagonist/spectator as Oedipus,
 it would create another measure of desire and another social subject; one caught in the
 tenuous position between the look and the image. In short, what De Lauretis advocates
 for a feminist agenda is "an interruption of the triple track by which narrative, meaning
 and pleasure are constructed from his [Oedipus'] point of view" (157).

 While De Lauretis' work essentially deals with the semiotic practice of cinema, I
 would like to read Maupassant's Pierre et Jean in the light of her elaborations. They are
 especially pertinent to an author associated with the realist/naturalist tradition, and whose
 aesthetics strongly privilege the primacy of vision. "Je suis avant tout un regardeur,"
 declares Maupassant, "chez le romancier, la vision en général domine" (Buisiné 31).
 "Voir, tout est là, et voir juste." And in his theoretical treatise "Le Roman" that precedes
 Pierre et Jean, Maupassant institutes the act of looking as that which empowers and
 distinguishes an artist: "II s'agit de regarder tout ce qu'on veut exprimer assez longtemps
 et avec assez d'attention pour en découvrir un aspect qui n'ait été vu et dit par personne"
 (58).
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 A theory exploring the links between visual pleasure and narrative is equally
 germane to a novel dominated by a scopophiliac protagonist. The action in Pierre et Jean
 is driven by the hero's desire to elucidate a mystery which revolves around the figure of a
 woman. In this respect, the novel sets up the familiar dichotomy between an active male
 gaze and its passive female object. The protagonist is impelled towards the acquisition of
 a knowledge (the solution to the mystery) while the female figure is set up as that which
 must offer itself to appropriation by his gaze. For the male hero and reader, knowledge
 and meaning are constructed through his look, his perceptions, his subjectivity. But, as I
 hope to show, this projection of the narrative towards its telos is, in a manner very similar
 to that outlined by De Lauretis, not without its deflections and its derailments.

 Maupassant and Feminism?

 Feminist scholarship on Maupassant ranges from a condemnation of his overt misogyny
 to a more tempered look at the social roles accorded to women in his fiction. Thus, Uwe
 Dethloff argues that Maupassant's misogynistic conception of women must not blind one
 to the often emancipatory role they play in his novels, where they are allowed to express
 themselves in ways not sanctioned by contemporary nineteenth century French society. In
 an earlier work, Chantai Jennings points out a similar ambivalence in Maupassant's
 attitudes towards women: his derogatory statements about their biological, intellectual
 and artistic inferiority on the one hand, and what appears to be a genuine sympathy for
 their social and legal oppression on the other. For both Jennings and Dethloff,
 Maupassant's ardent defense of the woman's right to free love constitutes his most
 radical subversion of bourgeois ideology. Usually condemned to loveless marriages,
 women suffered even more under a Napoleonic Code which required them to surrender
 all rights, properties and privileges to their husbands. Female adultery is a recurrent
 theme in Maupassant's work, and almost always condoned.
 Mary Donaldson-Evans concurs with Chantai Jennings that Maupassant shows a

 surprising lucidity towards the misogynistic discourses of his time, particularly those of
 the religious and medical communities. Having attended Charcot's lectures on hysteria at
 the Salpêtrière between 1884 and 1886, Maupassant expresses his doubts about a
 scientific discourse that was regularly used to 'pathologize' and inter troublesome
 women. He is equally suspicious of a knowledge that so unmistakeably speaks masculine
 desire in a scenario that offers a passive, exhibitionist female hysteric to the voyeuristic
 gaze of a male audience. Maupassant's writings often deride or negate the medical
 community's attempts to understand and explain 'woman' (66-69).
 At this point, Mary Donaldson-Evans makes an abrupt turnaround in her argument,

 and the following comment by Maupassant constitutes the basis for this shift:

 L'homme, en jugeant la femme n'est jamais juste; il la considère toujours
 comme une sorte de propriété réservée au mâle, qui conserve le droit absolu de
 la gouverner, moraliser, séquestrer à sa guise; et une femme indépendante
 l'exaspère comme un socialiste peut exaspérer un roi. (72)

 Reiterating Maupassant's preference for the Ancien Régime, Donaldson-Evans argues
 that the above quotation betrays his fear of the social equality associated with the
 liberation of women. Much like the medical discourse he criticised, Maupassant's own
 discourse serves to imprison the woman more firmly within a masculinist one. To the
 doctor's straitjacket corresponds the writer's prose - Maupassant's prison is his narrative
 framework. Despite the predominance of woman as theme, narrative competence in
 Maupassant is almost always masculine. Woman is what is narrated, discoursed about,
 recounted. Maupassant in this light is a sadist: ". . . il serre l'instrument de torture - le
 conte - dans lequel il comprime, déforme l'être jusqu'à en faire un monstre." "Comme
 montreur de phénomènes, Maupassant se spécialise en femmes, question de "contenir",
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 de "neutraliser", d'enfermer celle qui reste, malgré tous les efforts de son talent, enfermée
 en elle-même, irréparablement, définitivement, Autre" (74).
 From a skeptic wary of the dominant medical and religious discourses on women to

 their sadistic torturer and oppressor, the transformation is effected within the space of a
 four line citation, and the ambivalence in Maupassant's literary work foreclosed in an
 abrupt, totalizing gesture which discounts the ironic dissonance that, as Jaap Lintvelt has
 excellently demonstrated, works to undermine the authority of the master voice of
 narrative in Maupassant's fiction.
 Donaldson-Evans' linking of sadism and narrative brings to mind a similar

 connection made by Laura Mulvey: "Sadism demands a story, depends on making
 something happen, forcing a change in another person, a battle of will and strength,
 victory/defeat, all occurring in a linear time with a beginning and an end" (14).
 Voyeurism and sadism are jointly implicated in the construction of a pleasure that "lies in
 ascertaining guilt (immediately associated with castration), asserting control and
 subjecting the guilty person through punishment or forgiveness" (14). What sadistic
 impulses function to generate the hero's narrative which must also be that of woman as
 object? How and whose desire is engaged, and how are meaning and knowledge
 constructed both in and by the narrative? These are some questions I would like to
 address in my reading of Pierre et Jean. I suspect that if the more than 300 short stories
 of Maupassant only collaborate to suppress the alterity of the woman's voice, there is at
 least one novel in which the authorial voice not only recognizes the otherness of the
 feminine in its opposition to itself, but sees its narrative as inhabited and radically
 decentered by it.

 Pierre et Jean and the Oedipal Enigma

 In Pierre et Jean, a family's relatively placid existence is disrupted when the younger of
 two brothers, Jean, inherits a sizeable fortune bequeathed solely to him by a old friend of
 the family. The legacy sets off the action of the novel in that the older brother Pierre is
 now faced with an enigma: "Puisqu'il [Maréchal] m'a connu le premier, qu'il fut si
 dévoué pour moi, puisqu'il m'aimait et m'embrassait tant, puisque je suis la cause de sa
 grande liaison avec mes parents, pourquoi a-t-il laissé toute sa fortune à mon frère et rien
 à moi?" (120-121). The novel thus sets up a mystery (why is Jean Maréchal' s unique
 legatee), and moves towards its solution. There is a secret (adultery) unknown to
 everybody except the guilty person (Mme Roland), and the greater part of the novel is
 devoted to the hero's uncovering of the secret (the investigation led by Pierre). The
 confession of the guilty person ends the novel's narrative.
 Hence, what could have been a novel à la Madame Bovary on adultery and its

 consequences on a family, employs a reverse narrative structure which unfolds through
 his principal protagonist. Maupassant could have meticulously traced the history of the
 Roland family by starting with the husband and wife, building up their respective
 psychological profiles, establishing the reasons and circumstances which led Mme
 Roland to commit adultery, and so on. But Mme Roland's story is one she cannot (must
 not) narrate; it is what must be appropriated by Pierre in order to be told. She cannot be
 the subject of her own story; she and her story must be the object of a male narration.
 Pierre Roland starts from an event that constitutes the end point of her tale (the
 inheritance) and from this fact, reconstructs the entire drama of adultery. Pierre's
 investigation is a retracing of the itinerary from origin to end, cause to effect. To explain
 the events of the present, he reaches back into the past, in search of the 'primal event'
 which marked the present with its configuration. In the answer to his question lies the
 truth, not only to Pierre's identity, but to that of his family members. For the first time in
 his life, he looks at them, questions them, and tries to 'see' them. His painstaking search
 for the solution to the mystery is mimetic of Oedipus' quest in that it is propelled by a
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 movement from ignorance to knowledge, darkness to light, secret to truth: "Et tout seul,
 en errant par la nuit, il allait faire, dans ses souvenirs, dans sa raison, l'enquête
 minutieuse d'où résulterait l'éclatante vérité. Après cela ce serait fini, il n'y penserait
 plus, plus jamais. Il irait dormir." (123). Like Oedipus, what distinguishes him from the
 others is his desire to know, and his inability to bear the anguish of incertitude: ". . . il
 fallait que ce soupçon si léger, si invraisemblable, fût rejeté de lui, complètement, pour
 toujours. Il lui fallait la lumière, la certitude, il fallait dans son coeur la sécurité complète
 . . ." (122). "Il faut savoir. Mon Dieu, il faut savoir" (125). Pierre's investigation could
 thus be read as an Oedipal journey that would lead its protagonist to his true place within
 the patriarchal order and mark his rite of passage from the imaginary into the symbolic.
 But it is one, as we shall see, that is fraught with much peril for its Oedipal subject.

 Narrative Power and Oedipal Knowledge

 In Pierre et Jean, it is with Oedipal vision' that Pierre is endowed. As doctor and judge,
 Pierre will deploy during his investigation " un regard aigu à qui rien ne devait échapper"
 (123). Pierre's ruminations take place at night during his walks along the quay, in the
 presence of two electric lighthouses which, "semblables à deux cyclopes monstrueux et
 jumeaux, jetaient sur la mer leur longs et puissants regards" (87-88). The play on the
 words mer/mère announces the investigation he will carry out, likens his vision to that of
 the Cyclops and reinforces the idea of a unique, centered source of vision which will
 penetrate his mother's mystery. Pierre's privileged point of view is attribuable to both an
 acute vision as well as an intelligence capable of going beyond appearances, lifting veils,
 interpreting words, gestures and looks in order to pierce enigmas.
 Once he has recognized his mother's duplicity and betrayal, Pierre chafes at his

 powerlessness to denounce her: ". . . il ne pouvait rien dire, rien faire, rien montrer, rien
 reveler" (145). His fear of scandal and his desire to preserve social appearances are
 responsible for his mutism. In order to keep their reputation intact in front of Mme
 Rosémilly, Pierre will hide the portrait of Maréchal from her eyes in order to prevent her
 from guessing the truth. In doing so, he yields to "une peur brusque et horrible que cette
 honte fût dévoilée" (148). The judge who wanted to "faire éclater la vérité" now
 collaborates with the criminal to suppress it.
 Because Pierre cannot openly exercise his narrative power, he takes an inordinate

 pleasure in wielding it in a covert fashion. Henceforth begins a game of cat and mouse in
 which Pierre brings to bear his "ruses de tortionnaire", where his veiled allusions,
 gestures and looks are aimed at making Mme Roland aware of his knowledge without the
 others knowing. Each reaction of Mme Roland serves to reinforce his power over her and
 affirms the veracity of his convictions. But the power of the veiled word cannot satisfy
 Pierre for long; he will finally give in to the imperious urge to narrate:

 Mais il fallait qu'il vidât son coeur ! et il dit tout, ses soupçons, ses
 raisonnements, ses luttes, sa certitude, et l'histoire du portrait encore une fois
 disparu.

 Il parlait par phrases courtes, hachées, presque sans suite, des phrases
 d'halluciné.

 Il semblait maintenant avoir oublié Jean et sa mère dans la pièce voisine. Il
 parlait comme si personne ne l'écoutait, parce qu'il devait parler, parce qu'il
 avait trop souffert, trop comprimé et refermé sa plaie. Elle avait grossi comme
 une tumeur, et cette tumeur venait de crever, éclaboussant tout le monde. Il
 s'était mis à marcher comme il faisait presque toujours; et les yeux fixés devant
 lui, gesticulant, dans une frénésie de désespoir, avec des sanglots dans la gorge,
 des retours de haine contre lui-même, il parlait comme s'il eût confessé sa
 misère et la misère des siens, comme s'il eût jeté sa peine à l'air invisible où
 s'envolaient ses paroles. (175)
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 Pierre assumes the narrative act in an extremely powerful emotional state, "en proie
 à une de ses folies de rage qui font commettre des crimes" (174). His advent as the final
 narrator is placed not under the sign of a denunciation of crime, but under that of crime
 itself. The passage quoted above reverses the hierarchical opposition between justice and
 guilt: Pierre's narrative is now relegated to the status of a sinful confession ("il parlait
 comme s'il eût confessé sa misère"). His attempt to retrieve or recapture the absent story
 of the crime is thus likened to a misappropriation, an infringement. Far from 'l'éclatante
 vérité', his search brings about an insalubrious tainting ("cette tumeur venait de
 crever, éclaboussant tout le monde"). Oedipus' search cannot disclose the salutary truth
 but only bring about a fetid plague. Or rather, Oedipal knowledge is the plague. His
 delirious account of his investigation is less an appropriation of his mother's story than
 his expropriation from it. Pierre cannot control or master his discourse; it bursts forth
 inspite of him (" il fallait qu'il vidât son Coeur"; "il devait parler") and against him ("des
 retours de haine contre lui-même"). It is a story with no narratee (" II semblait maintenant
 avoir oublié Jean et sa mère dans la pièce voisine"; "II parlait comme si personne ne
 l 'écoutait") and no narrator - Pierre's utterances are disjuncted both from each other ("II
 parlait par phrases courtes, hachées, presque sans suite, des phrases d'halluciné") and
 from their locatory origin in a speaker ("il parlait . . comme s'il eût jeté sa peine à l'air
 invisible où s'envolaient ses paroles"). Pierre's narration is thus transformed into a non-
 narration. The quest for a tale which was to be a quest for the seeker's meaning and
 origin is divested of both its object and its ultimate destination. What we have here is not
 the display of narrative power through the possession of a story, but rather, the
 dispossession of the story from its owner. Pierre is ousted both from his mother's story as
 well as from his own.

 Pierre's eviction from the narrative equally constitutes a displacement from its
 knowledge. Jean will be privy to his mother's confession while Pierre will be denied it.
 All of Pierre's efforts to seek out the truth are deconstructed and rendered ineffective by
 the text. His quest does not bring him the peace and knowledge he wanted, rather, it
 precipitates him into greater suffering and an almost psychotic state of self-
 fragmentation : "Tu ne vois donc point que j'en crève de chagrin depuis un mois, que je
 passe mes nuits sans dormir et mes jours à me cacher comme une bête, que je ne sais plus
 ce que je dis ni ce que je fais, ni ce que je deviendrai tant je souffre, tant je suis affolé de
 honte et de douleur, car j'ai deviné d'abord et je sais maintenant" (174-175). His
 knowledge of the truth is undermined by an epistemic gap: Pierre will never know if what
 he knows is true. Barely acquired, his knowledge is immediately transformed into a non-
 knowledge :

 II se demandait : « Que se sont-ils dit après mon départ ? »
 Jean répétait avec tendresse « mère » et « chère maman », prenait soin

 d'elle, la servait et lui versait à boire. Pierre alors comprit qu'ils avaient pleuré
 ensemble, mais il ne put pénétrer leur pensée ! Jean croyait-il sa mère coupable
 ou son frère un misérable ? (191).
 Toujours il se demandait : « Qu'a-t-elle pu dire à Jean ? A-t-elle avoué ou a-t-
 elle nié ? Que croit mon frère ? Que pense-t-il d'elle, que pense-t-il de moi ? »
 II ne devinait pas et s'en exaspérait. (203)

 In an ironie twist, only the criminal and her accomplice dispose of the answer to the
 mystery. Pierre is thus realigned with his father into the domain of ignorance.

 At the end of Pierre's Oedipal journey lies not knowledge and self-discovery, but
 ignorance and self-alienation. His access to the symbolic is marked not by the birth of a
 speaking subject, of its entry into the order of language, but by its silencing: Pierre is
 henceforth denied the power to speak. He is unable to display the knowledge of his
 mother's adultery through speech: unlike the classic detective, Pierre cannot restore the
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 absent story of the crime in a plenitude of meaning. In fact, after his outburst in front of
 his brother, Pierre is practically effaced from the text's narrative. The Law of the Father
 cannot guarantee subjectivity for all of its sons.
 For Pierre et Jean is equally inscribed with signs of Pierre's myopia. His

 reconstruction of the crime will take place in a dark fog, and two monstruous Cyclopic
 eyes can only result in a skewed and lopsided view of things. In the end, Pierre will be
 eclipsed from the circuit of desire: where he was once the controlling subject of the gaze,
 he is now severed from its circuit : "Jamais il ne rencontrait plus le regard de sa mère ou
 le regard de son frère. Leurs yeux pour lui avaient pris une mobilité surprenante et des
 ruses d'ennemis qui se redoutent de croiser" (203).
 In Pierre et Jean, the figure of Mme Roland is not established as the figure of

 narrative closure which ensures the coming together of the male hero, but is one that
 dislodges him from this position. Pierre's attempts to pierce the secret of his mother's
 identity are doomed to failure: she remains an enigmatic figure who escapes her son's
 attempts to either idealize or denigrate her. Pierre wishes to cast her in the mold of either
 Virgin Mother or Whore: she is neither. Pierre's misogynistic statements about women
 are continually belied by the narrative's refusal to pin Mme Roland into any fixed
 position. In fact, by constantly drawing attention to M. Roland's vulgarity, the text is
 complicitous with Mme Roland's adultery. Where Oedipus was able to solve the riddle of
 the Sphinx, Pierre cannot, and is chastised for even trying. His questioning of her desire
 will be punished - Pierre will be cast out of the family unit.
 Pierre's reconstruction of his mother's adultery constitutes a writing of Mme Roland

 and Maréchal's love story, and his analysis of her sentiments a writing of her desire.
 Mme Roland's confession to Jean presents a different version of the story. By initiating
 the reader into a confession of which he deprives Pierre, Maupassant operates a subtle
 split in the identification of the reader with the protagonist. S/he is henceforth dislocated
 from Pierre's point of view and realigned with that of Mme Roland. The former object of
 the masculine gaze is now set up as the subject of her own story. As a consequence, the
 reader's point of view is displaced and reinscribed on to a different axis of desire. S/he
 enters into a relationship of connivance with the female figure where pleasure no longer
 derives from the affirmation of the male protagonist as Oedipal subject, but comes from
 seeing him foiled in his attempts to assume that position.

 Subversion of Patriarchy in Pierre et Jean

 "Infidelity," notes Jane Gallop, "... is a feminist practice of undermining the Name of
 the Father. . . . Infidelity is not outside the system of marriage, the symbolic, patriarchy,
 but hollows it out, ruins it, from within" (48). By sanctioning the expression of adulterous
 love with impunity, Pierre et Jean deconstructs the integrity of the patriarchal order and
 the negation of the female subject upon which it is founded. The confession scene
 between Jean and Mme Roland is explicitly sexual: it takes place in the nuptial bedroom
 (which Mme Roland helps decorate) and is played out like an amorous scene, replete
 with sighs, caresses and declarations of mutual love. The end of her confession finds
 Mme Roland "brisée et soulagée comme après un accouchement" (185). While Bernard
 Pingaud, in his preface to Pierre et Jean regards the scene as one of incestuous love
 between mother and son, it could equally be viewed as a reliving of Mme Roland's love
 affair with Jean's father: "Elle monta, à pas furtifs, l'escalier silencieux, entra dans sa
 chambre, se dévêtit bien vite, et se glissa, avec l'émotion retrouvée des adultères anciens,
 auprès de Roland qui ronflait" (189). In other words, the scene between Jean and Mme
 Roland is a means whereby her absent narrative of desire is allowed to be reperformed,
 and this time, with no possibility of censure. By placing the confession under the sign of
 an 'accouchement' Maupassant reinforces the idea of woman as producer and owner of
 her discourse of desire.
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 But what comes after the dismantling of patriarchy? A new structure of power I
 believe, which is no longer a male prerogative, one which can be articulated by and
 within the matriarchal. Or rather, as Jane Gallop suggests, it is a matriarchy that hollows
 out the patriarchal order from within. Henceforth, Mme Roland controls the manner in
 which it will be perpetuated. What she demands (and obtains) from Jean is not so much
 his forgiveness, as his complicity (non-resistance): "Pour cela, pour que nous puissions
 nous voir encore, nous parler, nous rencontrer toute la journée dans la maison, car je
 n'ose plus ouvrir une porte dans la peur de trouver ton frère derrière elle, pour cela il faut,
 non pas que tu me pardonnes, - rien ne fait plus de mal qu'un pardon, - mais que tu ne
 m'en veuilles pas de ce que j'ai fait . . ." (182). It is she who will dictate the terms and
 conditions of the new economical configuration: "Si tu veux que je reste, il faut que tu
 acceptes d'être son fils et que nous parlions de lui quelquefois, et que tu l'aimes un peu,
 et que nous pensions à lui quand nous nous regarderons" (183).
 The mother now has the power to substitute or exchange the Name of the Father. In

 this new permutation of power, she has the prerogative of replacing one term with
 another. Mme Rosémilly will take the place of her son : "Elle avait perdu un fils, un
 grand fils, et on lui rendait à sa place une fille, une grande fille" (199). What is more
 remarkable than Mme Roland's power to manipulate the terms of patriarchal culture is
 the suggestion of the complicity of the system with her desire through the use of the
 indefinite pronoun 'on'.
 The novel brings about a change in the traditional patriarchal coding of women. The

 first fishing expedition clearly places women along the side of nature. They share a
 profound bond with the sea, but are unable to participate in its cultural exploitation - they
 do not fish. The second fishing trip however, codes Mme Rosémilly as a particularly
 adept hunter: "Elle était adroite et rusée, ayant la main souple et le flair de chasseur qu'il
 fallait. Presque à chaque coup, elle ramenait des bêtes trompées et surprises par la lenteur
 ingénieuse de sa poursuite" (161). Women now gain access to the means of cultural
 production and are established as subjects, not objects of cultural exchange. Despite the
 terms within which it is played out, Mme Rosémilly's acceptance of Jean's proposal
 becomes more a matter of mutual or consensual exchange between her and Mme Roland
 rather than an inscription of Mme Rosémilly as the captured object of a masculine chase:
 "Quand elles se retrouvèrent face à face, sur leurs sièges, elles se prirent les mains et
 restèrent ainsi, se regardant et se souriant, tandis que Jean semblait presque oublié
 d'elles" (199). On a similar, earlier occasion when Mme Rosémilly is invited to visit
 Jean's newly decorated apartment for the first time, we read : "II [Jean] regardait Mme
 Rosémilly qui se mit à sourire en regardant Mme Roland; et Mme Roland, lui prenant la
 main, la serra" (169). To borrow Irigaray's terms in "Le marché des femmes," the
 'hom(mo) sexuel' exchange of women (i.e., one controlled by men for men as subjects) is
 replaced by a 'homosexuel' exchange between women as subjects (Ce sexe 167-185). As
 the above passages show, it is an exchange free of the controlling gaze of the third (male)
 term, unmediated by the alien value of the masculine general equivalent (Ce sexe 172,
 179-180). In this respect, Mme Roland's preparation of her son's apartment is perhaps
 not so much an incestuous gesture as a 'homosexual' one:

 Elle [Mme Rosémilly] était gênée un peu cependant, un peu confuse dans cette
 chambre à coucher qui serait sa chambre nuptiale. Elle avait remarqué, en
 entrant, que la couche était très large, une vraie couche de ménage, choisie par
 Mme Roland qui avait prévu sans doute et désiré le prochain mariage de son
 fils; et cette précaution de mère lui faisait plaisir cependant, semblait lui dire
 qu'on l'attendait dans la famille. (170)

 The novel thus seems to concretize a possibility that Irigaray envisions theoretically:
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 Et si les « marchandises » refusaient d'aller au marché ? Entretenaient entre
 elles un « autre » commerce ?

 Échanges sans termes identifiables, sans comptes, sans fin. . . . Où l'usage
 et l'échange se confondraient. [. . .] Où la nature se dépenserait, sans
 épuisement ; s'échangerait, sans travail ; se donnerait à l'abri des transactions
 masculines - pour rien : plaisirs gratuits, bien-être sans peines, jouissances sans
 possessions. . .

 Utopie ? Peut être. A moins que ce mode d'échange mine depuis toujours
 l'ordre du commerce. (Ce sexe 193)

 Pierre et Jean and The Name of the Father

 How can we understand the alternative order proposed by Pierre et Jean ? Can we say
 that the text merely reproduces the terms and conditions of the old one ? It would appear
 that the underlying logic of its structure is still governed by the primacy of the paternal
 metaphor, insofar as the progression of the novel is dictated by the readequation of Jean's
 lack of the Name of the Father. Pierre et Jean may thus be considered as a reinvestiture
 or reinstatement of a missing patronym. In other words, the Name of the Father, even if
 repressed, insists upon returning. The manner in which it functions within the 'other'
 order (that of the illegitimate son) remains the same - it is the mother's word which
 authenticates the phallus in its status and permits the Name of the Father to exercise its
 role. This dialectic can best be illustrated with reference to the portrait that comes to
 occupy the position of the paternal metaphor and be invested with its power. At first,
 Jean's relationship to it is one of misrecognition (or rather, non - recognition): he cannot
 identify the face in the portrait as his father. It is Mme Roland's confession and her
 naming of Maréchal as Jean's father which will lead Jean to identify with it. By accepting
 the gift of the portrait from his mother, Jean places himself under its law and authority.

 Initially, the portrait works as a symbol of plenitude and potency: "Et ce petit
 portrait, moins grand qu'une main ouverte, semblait une personne vivante, méchante,
 redoutable, entrée soudain dans cette maison et dans cette famille" (148). The portrait is
 endowed with excess or surplus meaning that derives from its inherently ambiguous
 status. It is capable of signifying more than it appears to, and otherwise than it appears to.
 It is both a denunciation of Jean's status as bastard son as well as an insistent reminder of

 the claims of a bastardized paternity. It threatens to expose Jean's 'true' status within an
 illicit order at the same time as it articulates that order's appeal for recognition. It
 threatens to undermine Jean's position within the family, but wields the power to destroy
 the very integrity of the family structure against which illegitimacy may be measured.

 If at first the portrait is dangerous because it signifies too much,1 later, when Mme
 Roland gives it to Jean, it seems to have lost its connotative power and is relegated to the
 status of a "petit objet enveloppé dans un papier blanc" (200). In addition to being veiled
 over, it is henceforth only denoted by its frame: ". . . il comprit en reconnaissant la forme
 du cadre" (201). The ellipsis of the portrait evacuates the signified from the sign; it
 becomes a signifier emptied of its content. And in an interesting parallel, Mme Roland
 will place the portrait on the mantelpiece in Jean's apartment, thereby completing the
 circuit initiated by its displacement from the mantelpiece in the Roland's living room.

 In many respects, the portrait plays a role similar to the one Lacan ascribes to the
 letter in Edgar Allen Poe' s tale, "The Purloined Letter." Like the letter, the portrait is that
 which insists upon returning, persists in repeating itself. And like the letter, it takes the

 1 ""Le portrait, portrait d'ami, portrait d'amant, était resté dans le salon bien en vue, jusqu'au jour où la femme,
 où la mère s'était aperçu, la première, avant tout le monde, que ce portrait ressemblait à son fils. Sans doute,
 depuis longtemps, elle épiait cette ressemblance; puis, l'ayant découverte, l'ayant vue naître et comprenant
 que chacun pourrait, un jour ou l'autre, l'apercevoir aussi, elle avait enlevé, un soir, la petite peinture
 redoutable et l'avait cachée, n'osant pas la détruire" (139).
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 form of a stubborn, unconscious inscription which refuses to be effaced. Even though
 Mme Roland tries to render it insignificant by hiding it, the portrait finds a way of
 manifesting itself by resurging in Pierre's memory: "Mais la lettre, pas plus que
 l'inconscient du névrosé, ne l'oublie" (1: 45). As a signifier of absence, it is its
 disappearance from the mantelpiece in the Roland's living room that renders it significant
 in Pierre's eyes.

 Again, in a manner analogous to the letter, the portrait determines the position of
 one subject relative to another in the signifying chain: "Notre apologue est fait pour
 montrer que c'est la lettre et son détour qui régit leurs [the subjects'] entrées et leurs
 rôles. Qu'elle soit en souffrance, c'est eux qui vont en pâtir. A passer sous son ombre, ils
 deviennent son reflet. A tomber en possession de la lettre, - admirable ambiguïté du
 langage, - c'est son sens qui les possède" (1: 41). The portrait confers a special status on
 the subject depending on whether s/he has it or not. In other words, the acquisition of the
 portrait places the subject in a privileged position with respect to knowledge and power.
 Mme Roland's secret possession of the portrait assures her unique proprietorship over the
 knowledge it contains. But like the position of the characters in Poe' s tale (as analyzed by
 Lacan), the possession of the signifier carries with it a blind spot: M. Roland notices her
 hiding it and exposes her to Pierre. Forced to yield it to Pierre, she surrenders her power
 and knowledge over to him. But Pierre's knowledge is also accompanied by a blind spot:
 by hiding the portrait in his turn, he violates the Law and places himself on the side of the
 transgressor. His own position of power and knowledge will be subsequently undermined
 - he will be supplanted by Jean. When Jean finally acquires the portrait, he will protect it
 from future misappropriations by consigning it to a drawer "enfermé à double tour."
 Despite its detours and waylays, the portrait returns to the mother and from there to the
 son in order to reassume its hidden place in a drawer. It thus completes its rightful
 trajectory from Father to Mother to son; its itinerary obeying the principle whereby "une
 lettre arrive toujours à sa destination" (1: 53).

 For Derrida, the above statement by Lacan is an assertion that the letter has a truth
 which cannot be lost, but is always recovered and reintegrated into its proper place and
 destination. The letter can never be emptied of its meaning because in Lacan's analysis,
 the signifier's lack of a signified itself becomes the signified of the text: "Quelque chose
 manque à sa place mais le manque n'y manque jamais" (113). For Lacan (or so Derrida
 alleges), the letter functions as a phallus i.e., as a transcendental signifier that cannot be
 displaced from its origin and destination:

 ... ce que le Séminaire tient à montrer finalement, c'est qu'il y a un seul trajet
 propre de la lettre qui retourne vers un lieu déterminable, toujours le même et
 qui est le sien ; et que si son sens (ce qui est écrit dans le billet en circulation)
 nous est (selon hypothèse dont la fragilité soutient cependant toute la logique
 du Séminaire) indifférent et inconnu, le sens de la lettre et le sens de son trajet
 sont nécessaires, uniques, déterminables en vérité, voire comme la vérité. (110)

 And given the place where both Dupin and the analyst Lacan (who doubles for him)
 know where it must be found, i.e., "entre les jambes de la femme", for Derrida, the letter
 brings us back to the truth of woman as lack or woman as castration : "Cette
 détermination du propre, de la loi du propre, de l'économie, reconduit donc à la castration
 comme vérité, à la figure de la femme comme figure de la castration et de la vérité. De la
 castration comme vérité" (113).

 While Lacan never makes the equation between the letter and the phallus explicit in
 his seminar, he does clearly associate the letter with the sign of the woman : "Car ce
 signe est bien celui de la femme, pour ce qu'elle y fait valoir son être, en le fondant hors
 de la loi, qui la contient toujours, de par l'effet des origines, en position de signifiant,
 voire de fétiche" (Lacan, 1: 42). The letter is a sign which places the woman outside of
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 the symbolic order: "... l'existence de la lettre la situe dans une chaîne symbolique
 étrangère à celle qui constitue sa foi" (1: 38). In addition, the letter can only place its
 possessor in a position of transgression with respect to phallic law: "ce signe ravi, voici
 donc l'homme en sa possession : néfaste de ce qu'elle ne peut soutenir que de l'honneur
 qu'elle défie, maudite d'appeler celui qui la soutient à la punition ou au crime, qui l'une
 et l'autre brisent sa vassalité à la Loi" (1 : 42).
 Similarly, in Pierre et Jean, the portrait of Maréchal threatens the legitimate order

 and Mme Roland's position in it. As pointed out earlier, it necessarily defines its holder
 as transgressor, as is the case first with Mme Roland and then with Pierre. But the
 representatives of the Law are powerless to either recognize (M Roland) or denounce
 (Pierre) its illicit status. When Jean and Mme Roland regain control of it, if this
 repossession brings with it another blind spot or constitutes another violation of symbolic
 law, the system appears to turn a blind eye upon it.
 What we have in Pierre et Jean is a symbolic order that is tolerant of the breaches

 inflicted upon it by an illegitimate one. The one offence it cannot seem to condone is the
 questioning of female desire. Interestingly enough, the text finally affirms the portrait
 neither in its capacity as a transcendental signifier (a role to which Derrida accuses Lacan
 of elevating it), nor as a general equivalent cut off from the circuit of exchange (which is
 the role reserved for the phallus),2 but as a "relique douloureuse". In other words, it is
 neither an indivisible totality nor a master signifier that structures a signifying chain,
 distributing signification and regulating exchange while itself remaining unaffected by or
 unsubjected to the latter. Instead, it functions as a partial object of female desire, subject
 to exchange and control, but yet, one which cannot (will not) be waylaid.
 Pierre et Jean articulates an ambiguity to the signifier that Lacan' s analysis of Poe 's

 tale itself brings forth. For the signifier is that which both ensures and threatens the
 stability of the Law - the letter symbolizes both the Queen's desire to uphold her
 allegiance to the Law (as manifested in her attempt to ensure that it never reaches the
 King) and her transgression of it (to which the very existence of the letter attests).
 Similarly, in Pierre et Jean, the portrait is both the upholder of the legitimate symbolic
 order (in its capacity as a 'portrait d'ami') and a violation of it (as a 'portrait d'amant'). It
 is simultaneously the innocuous testament to a friendship subsumed under the dominant
 symbolic order as well as the expression of a desire at odds with that order. The point of
 the portrait is not to literally confer the name 'Maréchal' upon Jean as a substitute for that
 of 'Roland'. Rather, it is to multiply the alternatives to that name, to allow for the
 emergence of a different desire. The portrait is a signifier that divides the Name of the
 Father and multiplies the differences to it, it frees desire from the rule of the One. There
 is no one axis of desire, no one Name, no one Paternal Law, no one Transcendental
 Phallus, unbreachable in its plenitude and totality. Rather, Pierre et Jean shows us that
 the Name of the Father can always be breached, that there is always a desire that escapes
 its law, and that there is always a return of what the symbolic order had to repress in
 order to assure its coherence. If the symbolic order has to code woman as lack in order to
 set up the phallus in its plenitude, this absence will find a way of making itself present.
 Female desire will not be diverted from its path but always return to it, always arrive at
 its destination through the very signifier which supposedly stands for its lack. The portrait
 is thus not so much a despotic signifier or signified of lack as a productive sign of a
 desire that always eludes the law of lack and repression to return as the affirmation of a
 difference. It is not so much an element that demands a new triangle as one that frees
 desire from that triangle in order to cause it to flow into a different configuration
 (Deleuze and Guattari).

 2 See Goux, 1 990.
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 But the liberation of a desire that cannot be limited to the despotic familial code of
 the Oedipal offers little by way of an escape for Pierre.

 The Erring of Oedipus

 By emphasizing the inadequacy of its protagonist's interpretative and narrative power,
 Pierre et Jean problematizes the very status of psychoanalysis as a master narrative.
 Pierre finds himself foiled in his attempts to pierce the enigma of his mother's desire, to
 know and vanquish feminine alterity. Pierre fails both in his attempts to narrate and
 narrativize. In fact, the analyst himself turns out to be the analysand: Pierre's entire
 investigation is placed under the sign of a dream sequence, a nightmare: "Pierre avait
 ouvert les yeux et regardait, surpris d'être là, réveillé de son cauchemar" (128). Oedipal
 vision runs up against an alterity it cannot master. Pierre et Jean shows an Oedipal
 journey with no redemptive beyond: Pierre's condemnation to the existence of a "bête
 errante" refuses to confirm him in the position of a knowing and masterful subject. The
 psychoanalytical dream is already haunted by the specter of its impossibility.
 Pierre et Jean, while structured according to the Oedipal paradigm whose despotism

 feminists have denounced, deconstructs its parameters to allow for the expression of an
 alternative feminine desire. It is thus a text that performs an auto-critique of the Oedipal
 scenario, the effects of whose deviance and dysfunction are nothing less than cruel for its
 protagonist. The novel's highlighting of the failure of the Oedipal quest for truth, its
 understanding of the limits of Oedipal vision and its condemnation of Oedipal desire
 challenge key feminist assumptions regarding the masculine order's relationship to
 feminine alterity, as well as the subjectivity and desire engaged in writing. If there is an
 Oedipus in Pierre et Jean, he is one who seems to have a very difficult time with the
 Oedipal scenario; an enigma that one of most infamous misogynists of the latter half of
 the nineteenth century poses for feminist literary criticism today.

 Kenyon College
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